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The steady motion at zero Reynolds number of a semi-infinite bubble through a fluid-filled,
flexible-walled channel, a model for the reopening of a collapsed lung airway, is described using
asymptotic and numerical methods. The channel walls are membranes that are supported by external
springs and are held under large longitudinal tension. An asymptotic analysis is presented under the
assumption that membrane slopes are uniformly small. Near the bubble tip, the flow is equivalent to
that of a semi-infinite bubble in a weakly tapered channel. Key features of this two-dimensional flow
are matched to long-wavelength approximations describing the remainder of the solution domain.
The analysis is valid for a wide range of bubble speeds, and it takes a particularly simple form when
the bubble peels apart the channel walls as it advances. Predictions of bubble pressure as a function
of bubble speed are validated by comparison with existing computations, new boundary-element
simulations describing bubble motion in a channel with one rigid and one deformable wall, and
experiments. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1432694#
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I. INTRODUCTION

For many viscous flows involving an advancing fr
boundary, the speed of propagation is set by local conditi
at the advancing boundary. Examples include the s
spreading of a viscous drop over a plane when contact-
dynamics are dominant,1–3 the propagation of fluid-filled
cracks,4,5 and two-phase flow in a confined geometry such
a Hele–Shaw cell.6,7 Here we consider an example of such
flow that is of fundamental importance in pulmonary m
chanics: the reopening by an air bubble of an initially c
lapsed, fluid-filled lung airway.

For sufferers of asthma, emphysema, cystic fibrosis
infant or adult respiratory distress syndrome~IRDS and
ARDS, respectively!, it is common for small lung airways to
become blocked with fluid as a result of surface-tensi
driven instabilities of the airways liquid lining.8,9 The air-
way walls may then collapse as a result of low capilla
pressures. Physiologically, this condition is extremely s
nificant, as these obstructed airways must be opened to
store adequate gas exchange. Medical treatment of this p
lem includes the delivery of surfactant for IRDS,10 which
indicates the importance of the liquid-lining surface tens
in this disease. Additionally, for those with ARDS, the med
cal focus centers on strategies that might reduce ventila
induced lung injury of sensitive airway and alveolar epith
lial cells. For example, if ventilator settings are not modifi
4431070-6631/2002/14(2)/443/15/$19.00
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when significant airway closure occurs, hyperinflation
open regions of the lung can lead to stretch-induced injury
healthy alveoli. Much attention has recently been placed
this behavior, because clinical studies have shown tha
radical decrease in ventilation tidal volumes can significan
reduce mortality of ARDS.11 Recent studies also suggest th
cellular damage might be caused by repetitive closure
reopening that exerts local stresses on airway and alve
walls,12 signifying the importance of fluid–structure intera
tions on this disease.

The airway reopening process can be partially und
stood through a model problem in which a two-dimensio
bubble penetrates a fluid-filled channel, the walls of wh
are formed by membranes supported by external springs
held under longitudinal tension~see Fig. 1!.13–16The combi-
nation of springs and tension is used to mimic the prim
elastic forces in a three-dimensional airway wall; the sprin
limit transverse wall displacements where the channel is u
formly inflated, a role played by hoop stresses in a cylind
cal airway. The viscous fluid that occludes the channe
assumed to be Newtonian with constant viscositym* and
constant surface tensiong* . Experiments show that the
steady-state speed of bubble propagationU* is an increasing
function of the imposed bubble pressurepb* , but that a
threshold ‘‘yield’’ bubble pressure must be exceeded
steady bubble propagation to occur.15–17 This yield pressure
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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is significant because it determines the pressure necessa
introduce air to obstructed portions of the lung. Theoreti
investigations are necessary to help determine whether
reopening process generates stresses that are large eno
result in damage to delicate airway walls.

Numerical solutions of this model problem, obtained u
ing boundary-element13 and finite-element14 methods, have
identified two steady solution branches~shown schematically
in Fig. 2!, which originate at a saddle-node bifurcation~tak-
ing pb* as a control parameter!. The left-hand branch in Fig
2 represents steady solutions for whichpb* decreases asU*
increases; for these solutions the channel is widely infla
over a long distance ahead of the bubble, and the bu
pushes ahead of itself a long column of fluid. Bretherto
theory18 for the slow advance of a bubble in a rigid-walle
channel was used in Ref. 13 to show that, along the
branch, pb* }U* 22/3, provided the capillary number C
5mU* /g* is sufficiently small. The right-hand branch i
Fig. 2 corresponds to solutions for whichpb* increases with
U* , and for which the walls of the inflated section of chann
have a higher taper angle and the bubble is more poin
this case is suggestive of a ‘peeling’ motion. The same g
eral behavior is seen at both zero13 and nonzero14 Reynolds
numbers. Experimental evidence15–17 suggests that the lef
branch is unstable to perturbations at constantpb* , and the
right branch stable.

FIG. 1. A semi-infinite bubble at pressurepb* advancing at speedU* into a
planar fluid-filled channel, shown in the frame of the bubble tip.

FIG. 2. Steady solutions of the symmetric reopening problem, shown s
matically ~after Ref. 13!. Approximate bubble and membrane shapes
shown for pushing and peeling motions.
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In this paper we have two aims. First, we present
asymptotic description of both steady solution branch
~identified in Ref. 13! that is not subject to the usual restri
tion Ca!1. Instead, the analysis developed below relies
the assumption that the membrane tension is large, so
the membrane slope is uniformly small. The asymptotic
proximation will be shown to agree well with existing nu
merical predictions13 at zero Reynolds number even whe
Ca5O(1). Particularly simple predictions of thepb* 2U*
relationship arise when the channel is widely inflated and
bubble advances with a peeling motion, characteristic of t
identified by McEwan and Taylor.19 Second, since this theo
retical model for airway reopening has not hitherto be
compared quantitatively to experiment, we compare n
computational results and asymptotic predictions against
perimental data16 for a system in which a bubble advanc
into a channel formed by a rigid wall and a deformable wa
an asymmetric configuration shown in Fig. 9.

The inspiration for the asymptotic analysis comes in p
from Ruschak,20 who showed how roll-coating flows involv
ing a meniscus between two closely spaced cylinders ma
treated by combined asymptotic and numerical methods.
key observation, originally due to Taylor,21 is that the flow
may be treated using lubrication theory everywhere excep
a neighborhood of the meniscus tip, a region having len
comparable to the local gap width, in which the full two
dimensional Stokes equations must be solved. In both R
chak’s problem and the present case, the walls are loc
almost parallel in this inner region, which simplifies the ca
culation, reducing it at leading order to the widely studi
‘‘Bretherton’’ problem of a semi-infinite bubble advancin
into a parallel-sided fluid-filled channel at zero Reynol
number. A numerical approach to this problem is deman
unless the capillary number is vanishingly small;6,18 the nu-
merical results of Ruschak20 and others22–24 for this inner
problem will be exploited here, as will Ruschak’s overa
asymptotic approach~which has been validated for the rol
coating problem25!. However, for our asymptotic approxima
tion to be valid to the required order, we must extend R
chak’s approach by accounting explicitly for the leadin
order effects of channel taper in the neighborhood of
bubble tip; to do so, we exploit computational results o
tained elsewhere26 for the Bretherton problem in a tapere
channel.

This paper is organized as follows. The model for t
symmetric flow configuration of Fig. 1 is presented in Se
II; the asymptotic theory is formulated in Sec. III, and
further approximation appropriate to peeling motion is d
scribed in Sec. IV; the asymptotic predictions are tes
against existing simulation in Sec. V; asymptotics, n
boundary-element results, and experimental data for
asymmetric flow configuration of Fig. 9 are compared in S
VI; and the results are discussed in Sec. VII. In three app
dices we provide an interpretation of peeling as an integ
force balance, some important regression formulas, and
tails of the asymptotics for the asymmetric flow.
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II. STATEMENT OF THE FULL REOPENING PROBLEM

We treat here the model presented previously13 and illus-
trated in Fig. 1. A channel is formed by two membranes h
under large longitudinal tensionh* and supported by spring
with spring constantG* . Within the channel is fluid of vis-
cositym* ; inertial and gravitational effects are assumed to
negligible. A semi-infinite bubble, held at constant press
pb* , is blown into the channel and it advances along
channel’s midline with steady speedU* relative to the chan-
nel. The flow is assumed to be uniform in the spanwise
rection, and symmetric about the channel’s midline. The s
face tension of the air–liquid interface isg* , assumed
uniform. Far ahead of the bubble tip, the fluid-filled chann
has width 2H* , the springs are unstressed and the fluid is
rest relative to the channel walls. Far behind the bubble
the springs are compressed and a uniform liquid film
thicknessH* sits on each of the channel walls; here too t
liquid is at rest with respect to the channel walls.

To nondimensionalize the problem, lengths are scaled
H* , pressures ong* /H* , and velocities onU* , following
Ref. 13. This yields four dimensionless parameters,

G5
G* H* 2

g*
, h5

h*

g*
, Ca5

m* U*

g*
,

and

pb5
pb* H*

g*
.

For given wall properties~fixed G andh!, the dimensionless
bubble pressurepb must be determined as a function of th
capillary number Ca. In most experiments the dimension
wall tension is large~e.g., h.240 in Refs. 15–17! and Ca
lies in the range 0,Ca,10.

In the frame of the moving bubble, we introduce Car
sian coordinates (x,y) with their origin at the bubble tip~Fig.
1!, so that the upper wall of the channel lies alongy5h(x)
and the air–liquid interface lies alongy5 f (x) in x<0,
wheref (0)50. Thex axis lies along the midline of the chan
nel. Within the region occupied by fluid, the velocity fie
u5(u,v), the stress tensors, and the pressurep satisfy the
Stokes equations

¹"u50, ~1a!

¹"s50, ~1b!

s52Ip1Ca~¹u1¹uT!. ~1c!

Symmetry requires thatuy50 and v50 along y50 in x
.0.

The air–liquid interfacey5 f is a streamline, is free o
tangential stress, and the normal-stress jump is balance
surface tension, so that here

u"n50, ~2a!

s"n52~k1pb!n, ~2b!

where n5( f x ,21)/(11 f x
2)1/2 is the unit normal alongy

5 f pointing out of the fluid andk5 f xx /(11 f x
2)3/2 is the

interfacial curvature.
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As in Ref. 13, the channel wall is assumed to be a me
brane that moves normal to itself in the laboratory frame a
tangential to itself in the moving frame, and the normal str
at the wall is balanced by the elastic forces due to the spr
and wall tension. Thus, alongy5h(x), which has unit nor-
mal m5(2hx,1)/(11hx

2)1/2, we have

u5
~21,2hx!

~11hx
2!

, ~3a!

2m"s"m5G
~h21!

~11hx
2!1/22h

hxx

~11hx
2!3/2. ~3b!

It is assumed that the springs may slide freely in thex direc-
tion so that they always remain vertical.~Heil14 has shown
that the precise choice of wall model has only a mod
qualitative effect on the overall behavior for this two
dimensional problem.! We restrict attention here to the lim
in which the mean dimensionless wall tensionh is large,
assuming that small variations in wall tension arising fro
tangential viscous stresses may be neglected.13 We therefore
ignore the tangential-stress boundary condition along
membrane.

In the bubble-tip frame of reference, far ahead of t
bubble~asx→`!, where the channel is collapsed,

u→~21,0!, for 0<y<h, ~4a!

h→1, ~4b!

and far behind the bubble~asx→2`), where the channel is
inflated,

u→~21,0!, for f <y<h, ~5a!

h→11
pb

G
, ~5b!

f→ pb

G
. ~5c!

In steady state, there is a uniform volume flux of fluid,

E
f

h

udy521, ~6!

in thex direction throughout the entire flow domain~defining
f [0 in x.0 for convenience!.

III. AN ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATION FOR LARGE
WALL TENSION

We seek an asymptotic solution of~1!–~6! when the
membrane tension is large, so that the membrane slop
uniformly small. To motivate the analysis, we first identi
~in Sec. III A! the dominant scalings of the flow when th
bubble advances with a peeling motion~as sketched in Fig.
2!, i.e., when the springs are weak enough for the infla
section of the channel to be substantially wider than
fluid-filled-section. These scaling predictions are suppor
by a more formal analysis in Secs. III B–III F and IV.
se or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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A. Leading-order scalings for peeling motion

The asymptotic approximation is constructed by splitti
the solution domain into the three regions illustrated in F
3.

In region I, the channel is inflated by the bubble, and
fluid layer sits passively on the channel wall. Here the ch
nel has approximate widthpb /G@1 @from 5~b!#, and its ap-
proximate length (h/G)1/2@1 is controlled by a balance o
tension and spring forces@see 3~b!#. This implies that the
peeling angle U near the bubble tip~see Fig. 3! is
O@pb /(hG)1/2#. We expectU to be small when the mem
brane tension is large.

Region II, the neighborhood of the bubble tip, hasO(1)
length and width, and here the flow is inherently two dime
sional. However, since~by assumption! the local membrane
slope is small~U!1!, the leading-order flow in region II is
equivalent to that of a bubble advancing into a parallel-sid
channel, the so-called ‘‘Bretherton’’ problem.18 It is well
known from numerical and asymptotic studies of th
problem20,22–24,27,28how the thickness of the film deposite
behind the advancing bubble depends on the capillary n
ber Ca. In effect, the flow here acts as a low-Reynolds nu
ber valve that determines the flow rate of the entire syst
The small slope of the channel walls in this region does
affect the flow at leading order.

In region III, membrane tension, viscosity, and elas
forces determine the force required to pull the channel w
apart. We define the characteristic length of this region
1/e, wheree!1 may be determined as follows. If wall ten
sion controls the pressure distribution~spring forces being
relatively weak!, then G!e2h @from ~3b! with h5O(1)#.
Then ~3b! implies that the axial pressure gradient has m
nitude e3h. This balances viscous stresses ofO~Ca! @from
1~b! and 1~c!#, implying that

e5~Ca/h!1/3[~m* U* /h* !1/3. ~7!

This gives a second estimate of the peeling angle at
bubble tip, namelyU5O@(Ca/h)1/3#, and shows that the
fluid pressure in this region is of magnitudepIII;h1/3Ca2/3.

Matching the two estimates of peeling angleU from
regions I and III gives an initial estimate of the bubble pre
sure,

pb;G1/2h1/6Ca1/3, ~8!

FIG. 3. The three asymptotic regimes, with the dominant length scale
dicated. The inset shows how region II resembles the Bretherton probl
oaded 15 Sep 2010 to 128.243.253.115. Redistribution subject to AIP licen
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where here ‘‘;’’ means ‘‘scales like.’’ Evidence supporting
~8!, which is valid when e!1 and G!e2h, i.e., for
(G3/h)1/2!Ca!h, is provided immediately by experimenta
observations.15–17,29,30 In dimensional terms,~8! gives pb*
;G* 1/2h* 1/6(m* U* )1/3, which is independent ofH* , as
seen in experiments;15,17this is associated with the peeling o
membranes stuck together with vanishingly small fluid v
umes. Further, ifpb* is scaled with the width of the inflated
channel (D* ;pb* /G* ) rather thanH* , then pb* /(g* /D* )
;h1/3Ca2/3, which is independent ofG* , only weakly depen-
dent on wall tension and an increasing function of Ca, ag
as observed experimentally.16,17 More detailed quantitative
comparisons with experiment will be made in Sec. VI belo

The condition of wall tension dominating spring stiffne
in region III, G!e2h, is equivalent tod!1, where

d5
pb

pIII
5S G3

h Ca2 D 1/6

[S G* 3H* 6

h* m* 2U* 2D 1/6

. ~9!

Thus, in peeling motion, the fluid pressurepIII is substan-
tially greater in magnitude than the bubble pressure. Thi
contrary to scaling arguments presented in Ref. 13, wh
took no account of matching peeling angles, but is suppo
by numerical results.13,14 As we show below, it is the very
low fluid pressurepIII that holds together the membrane
and that provides the dominant resistance to reopening.
alternative view of peeling motion in terms of an integr
force balance is given in Appendix A, where it is shown th
the total imposed axial force due to inflating the bubble
balanced entirely within region I.

In contrast, the limitd @1 corresponds to ‘‘pushing mo
tion’’ ~Fig. 2!, for which Ca→0 and for which spring forces
are dominant over membrane tension; this limit was trea
in detail previously.13

B. Asymptotic analysis

We now proceed with a formal analysis, by deriving t
leading-order problems in the three regions illustrated in F
3 ~in Secs. III C–III E!, and then showing how the solution
in each region may be matched together~Sec. III F!, yielding
the nonlinear eigenvalue problem given in~22! and ~33!.

The full problem as stated in Sec. II has three indep
dent parameters: Ca,h, andG. It is convenient to reformulate
the problem in terms ofe, d, and Ca@see~7! and~9!# before
constructing matched asymptotic expansions, takinge!1 as
the perturbation parameter and assuming thatd and Ca are
both O(1). Thespecial case in whiche!1 andd!1, which
gives the leading-order prediction~8!, is treated in Sec. IV.

The limit e!1 corresponds physically to the assumpti
that the membrane slope is uniformly small. We therefo
assume that at leading order the channel width varies ev
where on a longO(1/e) length scale, with small correction
arising in region II that vary over anO(1) length scale. Thus
we set

h~x!5H~X!1e3ĥ~x!, ~10a!

x5X/e. ~10b!

n-
.
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We assume that all flow variables depend onx in the inner
region II, and onX in the outer regions I and III, so thatĥ
vanishes in regions I and III. We will match regions I and
by taking the limitsX→02 andx→2`, and regions II and
III via the limits X→01 andx→`. We have anticipated tha
the correctionĥ in ~10! is given by a balance in region I
between viscous stresses, ofO~Ca!, and membrane tension
of O~h! @see ~1! and ~3b!#, leading toh perturbations of
magnitudeO(Ca/h)5O(e3).

We proceed by recasting the governing equations~1!–
~6! in terms ofe, Ca, andd, scaling the fluid pressure onpIII

and the bubble pressure on the estimate~8!, so that

p~x,y!5~Ca/e!P~x,y!, ~11a!

pb5~dCa/e!Pb . ~11b!

Thus in the fluid,~1! and ~6! become

¹"u50, ~12a!

052¹P1e¹2u, ~12b!

E
f

H1e3ĥ
udy521, ~12c!

with uy5v50 on y50 for x.0. On y5 f , in x,0, ~2!
becomes

u"n50, ~13a!

P22en"e"n5~e/Ca!k1dPb , ~13b!

t"e"n50, ~13c!

where n and k are as defined in Sec. II,t5(1,f x)/(1
1 f x

2)1/2 is the unit tangent, ande5 1
2(“u1“uT) is the

rate-of-strain tensor. Ony5H(X)1e3ĥ, we have m
5(2eHX,1)/(11e2HX

2)1/21O(e4), and~3! becomes

u5
~21,2eHX!

~11e2HX
2 !

1O~e4!, ~14a!

P22em"e"m5d2~H21!2HXX2eĥxx1O~e2!, ~14b!

where the small terms on the right-hand-sides of~14a! and
~14! involve H and ĥ alone. The farfield conditions~4! and
~5! imply

u→~21,0!, H→1, ~X→`!, ~15!

u→~21,0!, H→11~Pb /d!, f→Pb /d, ~X→2`!.
~16!

C. Region I: The inflated channel

In the outer region inX,0, we set P5P01eP1

1e2P21O(e3), u5u01eu11O(e2), assuming all vari-
ables depend onX. Thus taking f 5 f (X) implies that n
5(e f X ,21)1O(e2) andk5O(e2). At leading order,~10!,
~12!, ~14! in X,0 imply that¹P050 with P05dPb and

dPb5d2~H21!2HXX , ~17!

with H→11(Pb /d) as X→2`. Thus, in terms ofhb

[H(0),
oaded 15 Sep 2010 to 128.243.253.115. Redistribution subject to AIP licen
H~X!5S 11
Pb

d D2S 11
Pb

d
2hbDedX, ~18!

so that asX→02,

H;hb2uX1O~X2!, ~19a!

u[Pb1d~12hb!. ~19b!

All equations are satisfied up to the next two orders ine by
u5(21,2eHX)1O(e2), P15P250, f 5H21. Thus with
error O(e2), the fluid sits passively on the membrane as
uniform film of unit thickness, and the membrane shape
controlled by a balance between wall tension and the sprin

D. Region III: The fluid-filled channel

In the outer region inX.0, we again assume all vari
ables depend onX, which is equivalent to making a
lubrication-theory approximation. The mass and moment
equations~12b! and ~12c! become, with errorO(e2),

052PX1uyy , ~20a!

052Py , ~20b!

E
0

H

udy521, ~20c!

with uy(X,0)50, u(X,H)5211O(e2), and

P~X,H !5d2~H21!2HXX1O~e2!. ~21!

The velocity field is readily found to beu5212 1
2PX(H2

2y2), so the flux condition~20c! implies that, with error
O(e2), PX53(12H)/H3. Thus, the wall shape is dete
mined inX.0 by

1
3 H3~HXXX2d2HX!5H21, ~22a!

H→1 as X→`, ~22b!

which must be solved subject to suitable boundary con
tions at the bubble tip,~i.e., asX→01!. Linearization about
H51 shows13 that there is a two-parameter family of eige
modes of~22! that decay in amplitude asX→`, but that are
oscillatory inX if d,(243/4)1/6.

E. Region II: The bubble tip

Near the bubble tip, wherex5O(1), we setP5dPb

1e P̂(x,y), taking P̂ andu(x,y) to beO(1), sothat ~14b! at
leading order gives~17!, showing that the leading-order wa
shape is governed by the same balance as in region I. F
Sec. III A, we expect the wall slope to be continuous acr
region II, so that~19! implies

H;hb2eux1O~e2!, ~23!

throughout region II. Thus, locally the channel walls are fl
but slightly tilted. Equations~12a!–~12c! become, up to
O(e2),

¹"u50, ~24a!

052¹P̂1¹2u, ~24b!
se or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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E
f

hb2eux

udy521, ~24c!

for f <y<hb2eux ~wheref [0 in x.0!, with uy5v50 on
y50 in x.0. On the bubble interface,~13! becomes

u"n50, ~25a!

P̂22n"e"n5~k/Ca!, ~25b!

t"e"n50, ~25c!

wherek andn are again as defined in Sec. II. On the chan
wall, y5hb2eux1O(e2), ~14! becomes

u5~21,2eu!1O~e2!, ~26a!

P̂22m"e"m52ĥxx1O~e!, ~26b!

where m5(2eu,1)1O(e2). The normal stress conditio
~26b! can be used to determine flow-induced perturbation
the uniform height, but these perturbations are weak@O(e3),
as in ~10!# and can henceforth be neglected.

The channel width at the bubble tip,hb , can be scaled
out of ~24!–~26! under the transformationx5hbx̃, û5û,

e5ẽ/hb , f 5hbf̃ , h5hbh̃, k5k̃/hb , and P̂5 P̂/hb . Then
~24! becomes, with errorO(e2),

¹̃•ũ50, ~27a!

052¹̃P̃1¹̃2ũ, ~27b!

E
f̃

12eu x̃
ũdỹ52~1/hb!, ~27c!

for f̃ < ỹ<12eu x̃, subject to

ũ"n50, ~28a!

P̃22n"ẽ"n5~ k̃/Ca!, ~28b!

t"ẽ"n50, ~28c!

on the bubble interface and

ũ5~21,2eu!, on ỹ512eu x̃. ~29!

The flow governed by~27!–~29! is sketched in Fig. 4. It
corresponds to a semi-infinite bubble advancing into a u
formly convergent channel. A uniform film of thicknes
l~Ca,eu! is deposited on the channel wall asx̃→2`, where

f̃→12eu x̃2l, ~30a!

ũ→~21,2eu!. ~30b!

From ~27c!, we must havel51/hb . Far ahead of the bubbl
tip, as x̃→`, lubrication theory predicts a velocity profil
u5212 P̃x̃(h̃

22 ỹ2), whereh̃[12eu x̃. Since the flux here
is also 2l, this requires thatP̃x̃53(l2h̃)/h̃3. Thus, the
pressure distribution asx̃→` is

P̃;E
0

x̃ 3

h̃3 ~l2h̃!dx̃1P, ~31!
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for someP(Ca,eu),0, which represents the pressure jum
across region II arising from viscous and capilla
forces,6,18,20,21as illustrated in Fig. 4~b!.

Taking the limit eu→0, the problem~27!–~31! reduces
to the planar Bretherton problem, i.e., a semi-infinite bub
entering a parallel-sided channel of unit width. The quan
ties l0(Ca)5l(Ca,0), P0(Ca)5P(Ca,0) have been com
puted numerically by numerous authors over a wide rang
capillary numbers; both quantities are plotted in Fig. 5. F
Ca→0, l0(Ca);1.337 Ca2/3 and CaP0(Ca);21.0
23.80 Ca2/3 ~see Refs. 6, 18, 24!. Regression formulas forl0

and P0, taken from numerical studies20,22–24 are given in
~B1! and ~B2!.

Both l~Ca,eu! and P~Ca,eu! have recently been
computed26 for a bubble advancing into a convergent cha
nel over a wide range of taper angleseu and capillary num-
bers Ca. For our purposes it is sufficient to know only t
leading-order effects of taper on the deposited film thickne
which is expressed as the quantityl1 in the expansion

l~Ca,eu!5l0~Ca!1eul1~Ca!1O~e2!, ~32a!

P~Ca,eu!5P0~Ca!1O~e!. ~32b!

Herel1(Ca) is plotted in Fig. 5~a! and a regression formula
is given in~B3a!; note thatl1 andl0 have the same asymp
tote as Ca→0. For 0,Ca&10.74, very weak taper increase
slightly the thickness of the deposited film. However, f
larger values of Ca, or for larger taper angles@represented by
neglected terms in~32a!#, the deposited film thickness can b
significantly reduced by channel taper.26

FIG. 4. The flow near the bubble tip in region II, showing~a! the bubble
shape and velocity profiles, and~b! the pressure distribution along the cha
nel midline. The pressure drop AB arises from surface tension acting a
bubble nose; the further drop BC arises largely from viscous normal stre
at the bubble tip. The total drop AC is represented byP,0 ~after Ref. 21!.
se or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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F. Matching

To match regions I and II, we rewrite the outer limit o
region II ~30! in terms of outer variables, so that with err
O(e2), f ;hb2uX2hbl and u0;(21,2eu) as x→2`.
As we have seen already,hbl51, ensuring a match with the
limit X→02 in Sec. III C. Thus, with errorO(e2), continu-
ity of mass demands that

H~0!51/l. ~33a!

The slope of the membraneu @see~19!# must be continuous
across region II, so that, with errorO(e2), it is

HX~0!52Pb1dS 1

l
21D . ~33b!

The curvature of the membrane jumps across region II
cause of a rapid variation of pressure. We match region
and III to determine a condition onHXX(01), which, with
~33a! and~33b!, will provide boundary conditions for~22! as
X→01. The pressure in region II asx→`, given~31! is, in
terms of outer variables,

P;dPb1E
0

X 3

H3 ~12H !dX1
eP
hb

,

FIG. 5. ~a! l0~Ca! and l1(Ca) ~from Ref. 26! plotted alongside their
low-Ca asymptote;~b! numerical data~3, Ref. 20;1, Ref. 23; squares, Ref
24! are replotted, with a nonlinear curve fit@solid line ~B2!#. The single
point marked with* is taken from Fig. 3 of Ref. 22. The dashed line sho
the asymptotic small-Ca limit CaP;2123.8 Ca2/3.
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so asX→01 we have, with errorO(e2), using~21!,

HXX~0!5d2S 1

l
21D2eP0l02dPb . ~33c!

Finally, in ~33a!–~33c! the quantityl, to O(e2), satisfies
~32a!, i.e.,

l5l01eFPb1dS 12
1

l0
D Gl1 . ~33d!

Equation~22! has a two-parameter family of solution
The three boundary conditions in~33! can only be satisfied
for certain values ofPb . This is therefore a nonlinear eigen
value problem forPb , dependent on the three parameters~e,
d, Ca!, accurate up toO(e) in the limit e→0, with d and Ca
both O(1). This problem can be solved numerically usin
finite differences and Newton’s method; results are presen
in Sec. V. First, however, we show how the dependence
parameters, and the structure of the solution, simplifies s
stantially in the limitd!1.

IV. REOPENING AS A PEELING MOTION

The eigenvalue problem~22!, ~33! was derived assuming
that membrane slopes are uniformly small~e!1!, but allow-
ing the spring parameterd to be O(1). We nowmake the
further, quite realistic, assumption that the springs are w
so that the bubble inflates to a width much greater than
thickness of the undisturbed fluid layer far ahead of
bubble, which corresponds to takingd!1 ~Sec. III A!. In this
case,~22!, ~33! can be simplified by expanding as follows

H;H0~X!1dH1~X!1eH2~X!1•••, ~34a!

Pb;Pb01dPb11ePb21•••. ~34b!

For ~34! to be strictly asymptotic, we requiree2!d!1, and
so for convenience we assume thate;d!1. We show here
how the scaling for peeling motion given in~8! is justified,
yielding the refined asymptotic prediction~46!.

A. The leading-order problem

The leading-order problem to be solved is@from ~22!#

1
3H0

3H0XXX5H021, ~35a!

H0→1 as X→`, ~35b!

subject to@from ~33!#

H0~0!51/l0 , ~36a!

H0X~0!52Pb0 , ~36b!

H0XX~0!50. ~36c!

For X→`, solutions of the Landau–Levich31 equation
~35! may be written as

H0;11a exp[2 1
2 31/3~X2X0!]cos@ 1

23
1/3A3~X2X0!#,

~37!

for constantsa and X0. This function repeats itself ifX in-
creases by 4p/(31/3A3) and a increases by a facto
exp@2p/A3#.19 By fixing X0, say, and varyinga, one can
se or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 6. ~a! Solutions of~35! for which
H0XX(0)50: ~b! shows the corre-
sponding values of2H0XX(X) ~pro-
portional to the pressure!; ~c! b~Ca)
52H0X(0) plotted against log Ca;~d!
1/H0(0) ~solid! and 2dH0X(0)/
dH0(0) ~dotted! plotted versus the
peeling angleH0X(0). The straight
dashed line in ~d! shows 1
1H0X(0)/31/3, obtained from~37!.
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shoot withX decreasing untilH0XX50 at some point, which
may then be shifted to the origin. It is thereby straightf
ward to construct the one-parameter family of solutions
~35! for which H0XX(0)50; these are shown in Figs. 6~a!
and 6~b!. The correspondence betweenH0(0) andH0X(0) is
shown in Fig. 6~d!. Note that the minimum film thickness i
X.0 is never much smaller than 1@Fig. 6~a!#, although the
pressure minimum may be large@Fig. 6~b!#.

To solve ~35!, ~36! for a given Ca, we findl0 using
~B1!, H0(0) using ~36a!, and hence determine the scal
peeling angle2H0X(0)5b(Ca), say. Equation~36b! then
gives a leading-order expression for the bubble pressure

Pb05b~Ca!. ~38!

Hereb is plotted as a function of the capillary number in Fi
6~c!, and a regression formula forb is given in~B3b! below;
b provides theO(1) coefficient in~8! that could not be de-
termined by scaling alone.

B. First-order corrections

To obtain theO(e) andO(d) corrections to~8!, we re-
turn to the expansion~34! of ~22!, ~33!, which yields two
linear problems:

HiXXX53HiH0
24~322H0!, ~39a!

Hi~X→`!→0 ~ i 51,2!, ~39b!

subject to

H1~0!50, H2~0!52Pb0l1 /l0
2, ~40a!
oaded 15 Sep 2010 to 128.243.253.115. Redistribution subject to AIP licen
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H1X~0!52S Pb1112
1

l0
D , H2X~0!52Pb2 , ~40b!

H1XX~0!52Pb0 , H2XX~0!52P0l0. ~40c!

We proceed by noting that the elastic term in~22! does not
arise at this order, so we need only consider solutions of~35!.
Typical solutions are shown in Fig. 6~a!. Extended intoX
,0, these constitute all possible solutions of~35!; they form
a two-parameter family, parametrized by a downstream a
plitude ~a! and a translation inX (X0), as indicated by~37!.
Since, for fixed Ca, we are linearizing about a particu
solution H0(X;X0 ,a0), we seek a solution of~39! in the
form

H;H01Hi1•••[H0~X;X0 ,a0!1@dXH0X~X;X0 ,a0!

1daH0a~X;X0 ,a0!#1•••,

for i 51,2, where, fordX!1, da!1, from ~36!,

H0~0;X0 ,a0!51/l0~Ca!, ~41a!

H0X~0;X0 ,a0!52b~Ca!, ~41b!

H0XX~0;X0 ,a0!50. ~41c!

We may then write

dXH0X~0;X0 ,a0!1daH0a~0;X0 ,a0!5Hi~0!, ~42a!

dXH0XX~0;X0 ,a0!1daH0Xa~0;X0 ,a0!5HiX~0!,
~42b!

dXH0XXX~0;X0 ,a0!1daH0XXa~0;X0 ,a0!5HiXX~0!.
~42c!
se or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Given ~41! and the fact thatH0Xa(0;X0 ,a)/H0a(0;X0 ,a)
5dH0X(0)/dH0(0) @a function plotted in Fig. 6~d!#, we ob-
tain from ~35!, ~41!, ~42!,

HiX~0!5
dH0X~0!

dH0~0! S Hi~0!1
bHiXX~0!

3~l0
22l0

3! D . ~43!

Thus, defining

x~Ca!5
b

3~l22l3!

dH0X~0!

dH0~0!
~44!

~see Fig. 7!, a regression formula for which is given in~B3c!,
we can use~40!, ~43! to give

Pb15xb1l0
2121, Pb25x@P0l013~12l0!l1#.

Thus ~34b! becomes

Pb;b1d@l0
21211xb#1ex@l0P013~12l0!l1#,

as e→0, d→0, ~45!

where l0, P0 , l1, b and x are given approximately by
~B1!–~B3!. The initial prediction~8! may therefore be re
fined as follows:

pb'bG1/2h1/6Ca1/31G@l0
21211xb#

1G1/2h21/6Ca2/3x@l0P013~12l0!l1#. ~46!

Equations~45!, ~46! are valid fore2!d!1, and the domi-
nant error isO(e2).

V. COMPARISON WITH EXISTING NUMERICAL
SIMULATIONS

The asymptotic prediction~45!, including theO(e) and
O(d) corrections, when written in terms of the original va
ables in~46!, shows clearly how there are three distinct co
tributions to the bubble pressure when the wall tension
large ~e!1! and the springs are weak~d!1!. The dominant
contribution (Pb;b) comes from the viscous peeling force
in region III. The two further contributions are anO(d) cor-
rection due to the presence of the springs, and anO(e) cor-
rection due partly to the viscous capillary pressure d
across the bubble tip@region II, Fig. 4~b!#, and partly to the

FIG. 7. The functionx(Ca @~44! solid#, and the regression formula@~B3c!
dashed#.
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effects of channel taper near the bubble tip. This predict
approximates solutions of the full nonlinear eigenvalue pr
lem ~22!, ~33!.

Figure 8 shows a comparison between~46!, numerical
solutions of~22!, ~33!, and computational simulations of th
reopening problem.13 There is excellent quantitative agre
ment between~22!, ~33! and the simulations near the turnin
point on each curve. The asymptotic predictions undere
matepb slightly as Ca increases, which is because the sm
slope parametere increases with Ca~e rises toward 0.3 at the
right-hand end of the uppermost curve!. Large values ofh
are required fore5(Ca/h)1/3 to be small, and so for the
parameter values used here inclusion of theO(e) terms in
~22!, ~33! makes a substantial difference to the accuracy
the asymptotic predictions. The explicit prediction~46!
agrees well with both other datasets on the right-hand bra
of each curve, but fails to capture the turning point acc
rately becaused is not small along the left-hand solutio
branch. The small difference between~46! and~22!, ~33! for
larger Ca arises because the former represents an expa
of the latter ine and d; the fact that~46! lies closer to the
simulations is therefore fortuitous.

VI. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

We now turn to a quantitative comparison of the the
retical model with the experiments of Perun and Gave16

who explored the reopening problem using Newtonian lin
fluid in a planar geometry in which one membrane w
bound to a plane surface and the other was confined b
layer of foam that acted like a set of linear springs~Fig. 9!.
Let H* now be the thickness of the channel when und
turbed, and let lengths be scaled onH* , pressures on
g* /H* , and velocities onU* . The primary difference be-
tween the resulting problem and that described in Sec. II~for
the symmetric configuration on Fig. 1! is that the no-slip
condition must be applied alongy50 instead of a symmetry

FIG. 8. Computational results~solid! from Fig. 14 of Ref. 13 are compared
with asymptotic predictions obtained using the formula~46! ~dashed! and
numerically using~22!, ~33! ~dotted! for, from top to bottom,~G,h!5~1,
100!, ~0.5, 250!, ~0.5, 100!, ~0.1, 100!; when Ca51, ~d,e!' ~0.46, 0.22!,
~0.28, 0.16!, ~0.33, 0.22!, ~0.15, 0.22!, respectively.
se or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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condition. In what follows, we assume that the liquid lay
separates symmetrically between the flexible membrane
the rigid wall, so that the film thicknesses on the rigid w
and on the membrane asx→2` are both1

2.
Modest adaptions to the asymptotic analysis, appropr

to this new geometry, are described in Appendix C. We a
conducted new boundary-element simulations with exp
mental parameter values, using techniques outlined in
VI A. Direct comparisons between computation, asympt
ics, and experimental data are presented in Sec. VI B.

A. Boundary-element calculations

Computational simulations of the steady-state reopen
of the asymmetric system shown in Fig. 9 follow the me
ods described in Ref. 13. Within the computational doma
which includes the bubble tip~region II! and extends into
regions I and III to either side, the Stokes equations~1! are
solved using a boundary-element method subject to k
matic and interfacial stress conditions~2! at the air–liquid
interface and~3! at the flexible membrane. Along the rigi
wall y50, u5(21,0). End conditions for the computa
tional domain are provided by upstream and downstream
gions ~within regions I and III!, where the lubrication ap
proximation is assumed to hold. For example, in region I,
pressure gradient within the liquid layer along the membr
is given by

1

2
5

H3

3 Ca
px1H,

whereH is the thickness of the deposited film; likewise~C1!
describes the pressure gradient in region III.

To identify a steady-state solution, an initial doma
shape is assumed. For a specified Ca, the bubble pres
meniscus, and wall positions are iterated sequentially us
Newton’s method so as to simultaneously satisfy~2a! along
the interface and the wall stress condition~3b! at the flexible
membrane. Iterations are continued until~2b!, ~3a! are met to
a specified tolerance.

Figure 10 shows examples of the membrane and bu
shape for increasing Ca obtained numerically, demonstra
how the region of channel that is inflated ahead of the bub
tip diminishes as Ca increases, while the membrane slop
the bubble tip rises sharply. The corresponding stresse
the membrane are shown in Fig. 11. Both normal and t
gential stresses grow rapidly in magnitude as Ca increa

FIG. 9. The configuration used in Ref. 16: one membrane is fixed to a p
wall, the other is supported by linear springs and is held under longitud
tension. Asymptotic regions I–III are indicated.
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although the large inward normal stress ahead of the bu
tip is significantly greater in magnitude than any tangen
stress.

B. Direct comparison

Thepb2Ca relation obtained by simulation is compar
with experimental data16 in Fig. 12. Despite numerous ap
proximations in the theoretical model, the full simulatio
shows good agreement with experiment over a wide rang
Ca. The simulation predicts a turning point in thepb2Ca
curve near Ca'0.15, pb'3.46 for these parameter value
well below the lowest values of Ca investigated in the e
periments. The computations slightly underestimate exp
mental results at large Ca; this may arise partly through
ertial effects, which can lead to elevated reopening pressu
even at moderate Reynolds numbers.14

Also shown in Fig. 12 is the corresponding asympto
prediction computed using~22!, ~C6!, valid for e!1, d
5O(1), and theprediction ~C7!, valid for e2!d!1. The

e
al

FIG. 10. Membrane and bubble shapes for Ca50.15, 0.527 68, 1.25, and
5.056 95, withG50.6 andh5240, obtained using the boundary-eleme
method.
se or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 11. Dimensionless wall shear stress~top! and wall normal stress~bot-
tom! for Ca50.15~solid circle!, 0.527 68~open circle!, 1.25~solid triangle!,
and 5.056 95~open triangle!, as functions ofx, for G50.6 andh5240,
corresponding to Fig. 10.

FIG. 12. A comparison with data from Fig. 9 of Ref. 16~symbols!, h5240,
G50.6, with boundary element simulations~BEM, long dashes!, and the
asymptotic approximations@~22!, ~C6!# ~short dashes! and ~C7! ~dotted!.
oaded 15 Sep 2010 to 128.243.253.115. Redistribution subject to AIP licen
former agrees well with computational results for Ca<1,
predicting a turning point in thepb2Ca curve near Ca
'0.16,pb'3.49. Immediately beyond the turning point~C7!
also agrees well with the simulation. However, bo
asymptotic predictions diverge from the simulation and e
periment as Ca increases further, because the small-slop
rametere rises sharply beyond Ca'1: for example,e'0.3
when Ca'1.6 ande '0.4 when Ca'3.85. Nevertheless, the
correct qualitative behavior is captured even when the m
brane slope is quite large.

VII. DISCUSSION

Using new boundary-element simulations, we have de
onstrated that a theoretical model representing the ste
motion of a semi-infinite bubble in a flexible-walled chann
can accurately reproduce experimental observations ov
wide range of capillary numbers~Fig. 12!. We have also
developed a rational asymptotic approximation for th
model that agrees closely with both experiment and simu
tion over a substantial range of Ca, for bubble motion in b
a symmetric~Fig. 8! and an asymmetric channel~Fig. 12!.

The asymptotic approximation involves two paramete
e and d, defined in~7!, ~9!. The limit e!1 corresponds to
large membrane tension and small membrane slope. W
e!1, d5O(1), theasymptotic analysis requires solution of
third-order nonlinear eigenvalue problem~22!, ~33!, ~C6!.
The resulting predictions capture accurately the turning po
in the curve relating bubble pressurepb to bubble speed Ca
~e.g., Figs. 8 and 12!, all of the left-hand solution branch an
a significant fraction of the right-hand solution branch. T
asymptotic analysis simplifies further whend!1, whered
corresponds to the ratio of the thickness of the undistur
fluid layer between the membranes far ahead of the bubb
the inflated bubble width; in this case the motion at t
bubble tip is essentially a peeling motion. A double expa
sion in powers ofe andd leads to an explicit prediction fo
pb ~46!, ~C7! obtained from solutions of the Landau–Levic
equation~35!. The resulting predictions accurately captu
that part of the right-hand solution branch for which me
brane slopes are uniformly small.

The asymptotic prediction diverges from computation
simulation as Ca increases, since for larger bubble speed
peeling angle increases ande is no longer small. The
asymptotic model, which retains all theO(1) and O(e)
terms in an expansion ofpb in powers ofe, includes the
first-order effects of channel taper near the bubble
through the functionl1~Ca!. However, a recent numerica
study of bubble motion in a uniformly convergent channe26

has shown that the effects of strong taper have signific
and unexpected effects that are not captured byl1. Whereas
for small taper angles the film thickness deposited behind
advancing bubble increases slightly with channel slo
@since l1.0 in ~32a! for 0,Ca&10.74; see Fig. 5~a!#, at
large Ca the film thickness falls substantially as the ta
angle increases. This finite-slope effect, if included in o
model, would bring the asymptotic prediction closer to t
computations. While the effects of the other finite-slope c
rections have not been investigated, this observation sugg
se or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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that channel taper near the bubble tip has a significant in
ence on bubble pressures in rapid peeling motion.

The asymptotic model can be readily adapted to ot
geometries and flow conditions. The regression formulas
sented in Appendix B enable simple predictions to be m
of a wide class of peeling motions, for example. T
asymptotic model has recently been extended to incorpo
unsteady effects,32 to verify the expected stability propertie
of the two solution branches in Fig. 2 and to reproduce
transient pressure fluctuations during the initiation of airw
reopening that have been observed experimentally.15,16 The
asymptotic analysis may also be useful for future investi
tions of the fingering and elastic instabilities that have be
observed experimentally in this problem15,17,29and in closely
related problems involving peeling19 and roll coating.33–35

The slight tilt of the walls in the neighborhood of the inte
face has a slight stabilizing influence on potential finger
instabilities,33 but roll-coating computations,20,36 relating the
critical capillary numbers above which a planar menisc
becomes unstable to the local peeling angle, suggest tha
experiments are all in a strongly supercritical~i.e., unstable!
regime. However, the close agreement between t
dimensional~2D! computations and experiment~Fig. 12!
suggests that fingering instabilities may not have a sign
cant effect on reopening pressures.

In peeling motion, with (G3/h)1/2!Ca!h, the
asymptotic analysis gives a leading-order relationship
tween the speed of advance of the bubble and the dyna
peeling angle~denotedQ in Fig. 3! in the form

Q5~A Ca/h!1/3b~Ca!, A5H 1, if uy~x,0!50,

4, if u~x,0!521,
~47!

whereb is given by~B3b! @see also Fig. 6~d!#. With its Ca1/3

scaling,~47! is reminiscent of Tanner’s law relating the a
parent contact angle to the speed of an advancing con
line.1,37 The value of the factorA depends on the experimen
tal configuration, i.e., whether the liney50 is a line of sym-
metry or a rigid boundary~Fig. 9!; in the latter case the
parameterA contains the usual factor of 4 that arises in
brication theory when the pressure-gradient-driven flux
tween a no-slip and a stress-free boundary is compared
the flux between two no-slip boundaries. By computi
a quasistatic wall shape in region I, assumingh50 andhx

52u at the bubble tip, a leading-order prediction forpb

follows immediately from~47!.
The scalings identified in Sec. III A here have dire

physiological implications. In peeling motion, we hav
shown that an advancing bubble of pressurepb* that inflates
a model airway from a collapsed, fluid-filled thicknessH* to
an inflated~dimensional! diameterD* , advances with spee
U* , where

pb* ;h* 1/3m* 2/3U* 2/3/D* , ~48!

where~;! here represents the leading-order scaling relati
ship in the limit (G3/h)1/2!Ca!h. This pressure is rela
tively insensitive toH* and surface tensiong* , althoughg*
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contributes at leading order to the yield pressure for ste
bubble propagation, which scales likeg* /D* ;17 g* also con-
tributes to corrections to~48! such as those given in~46!,
which can be significant for practical parameter values.
demonstrated in Fig. 11, the greatest stresses exerted o
airway walls are low~adhesive! fluid pressures, of magnitud
pb* D* /H* @pb* , which extend a distance
H* (h* /m* U* )1/3;H* h* 1/2/(pb* D* )1/2 ahead of the
bubble. Thus, an individual epithelial cell in an initiall
fluid-filled airway will experience a suction of magnitud
pb* D* /H* over a time scaleH* m* h* /(pb* D* )2 as a bubble
approaches it, and then sustained compression of magn
pb* once the bubble has passed. Airways are therefore po
tially subject to harmful overinflation ifpb* is too large, and
to possibly even more severe damage due to transient
very low extensional normal stresses. Tracheal epithe
cells are known to exhibit a biological response to sustai
compressive stresses;38 it is not clear how epithelial cells
respond either to suction or to very abrupt pressure chan
It is obviously also important to establish to what exte
these planar results apply to the significantly more comp
three-dimensional geometry of a collapsed, buckled, lu
airway. Fully three-dimensional models of this problem a
at an early but promising stage.39,40

The asymptotic analysis demonstrates clearly how
steady-state bubble pressure is sensitive at leading ord
the thickness of the film deposited behind the bubble
@through the parameterb; Fig. 6~c!#. For systems that are no
‘‘clean,’’ but for which the surface tension varies due to t
presence of surfactants, a thickening of the deposited
~the typical effect of surfactants, at least at low capilla
numbers41,42! would require the channel to be narrower at t
bubble tip, the peeling angle to be smaller@Fig. 6~a!#, and the
bubble pressure to be lower. A reduction in the mean surf
tension at the bubble tip would also be equivalent to red
ing the peeling angle and bubble pressure@sinceb falls with
Ca; Fig. 6~d!#. The increased pressure drop across the bub
tip due to the increased viscous stresses associated wit
immobilized interface@associated with the quantityP; see
Fig. 4~b!#, is a second-order effect in peeling motion acco
ing to this analysis. These estimates are consistent with
predictions of a recent numerical study of surfactant effe
on airway reopening under bulk equilibrium conditions43

However, due to the great range of physical and chem
properties of surfactants, large regions of parameter sp
await investigation.
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APPENDIX A: AN INTEGRAL FORCE BALANCE FOR
PEELNG MOTION

Integrating ¹"s @see ~1!# across a control volume
bounded byy50, y5h and the linesx56L, whereL@1
~in the configuration shown in Fig. 3!, applying the diver-
gence theorem and taking thex component of the resulting
forces yields13

211pbD1E y5h
2L<x<L

x̂"s"nds50, where D511
pb

G
,

~A1!

where x̂5(1,0). The first term in~A1! comes from surface
tension acting along the bubble interface, andpbD represents
the applied force on the left of the domain;s is the arc length
along the membrane measured in thex direction, and along
y50 there is no force in thex direction because it is a line o
symmetry. For a peeling motion for whichD'pb /G@1, we
may approximate the integral by evaluating the leading-or
terms across regions I, II, and III separately, so that~A1!
becomes

pb
2

G
1E I

D>y>0

pbdy

1E III
O<x,`

@hxp1Cauy~x,h!#dx5O~1,Ca!. ~A2!

Each term on the left-hand side of~A2! is O(h1/3Ca2/3). The
shear stress on the membrane in region II gives rise
smaller contribution ofO~Ca!. Since the membrane slope
small we have used lubrication theory to give the leadi
order terms in region III:hxp represents thex component of
the pressure force per unit length acting on the nonhorizo
membrane in region III, and Cauy(x,h) the x component of
the viscous shear stress acting on the membrane. Now lu
cation theory also implies that

u52
px

2 Ca
~h22y2!21, ~A3!

in region III ~a result equivalent to this is given in Sec. III D!.
Thus, Cauy5hpx on y5h, so the region III integral in~A2!
becomes@hp#0

` . Now for peeling motiond!1, or equiva-
lently pb!pIII , so that to leading order ine andd we must
takep50 at both ends of region III@the equivalent upstream
limit is given in 36~c!#. Thus, the integrated pressure a
shear-stress forces in region III cancel and the dominant
ance in~A2! is between the imposed pressure forcepbD and
the x component of the pressure force acting on the infla
membrane in region I.

APPENDIX B: REGRESSION FORMULAS

Halpern and Gaver22 give the following regression for
mula for l0:

l0~Ca!'l0app~Ca!50.417~12exp@21.69 Ca0.5025# !.
~B1!

While this formula is inaccurate at very small Ca, it agre
with the numerically computedl0 shown in Fig. 5~a! to
within 3% for Ca.0.1, the range of Ca of interest her
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McEwan and Taylor19 used a similar function based on e
perimental measurements in their semiempirical analy
The pressure differenceP0(Ca) has been computed by
handful of authors.20,23,24 Their data, and the single dat
point available from Ref. 22, are plotted in Fig. 5~b!. The
formula,

log10~2P0app!522.008 5818.924 26

3exp@20.038 332~Z15!2.173 98#

10.898 217Z, ~B2!

whereZ[ log10Ca, provides an acceptable approximation
P0(Ca) for 1022<Ca<10. A simpler approximation forP0

was also used in Ref. 44.
The following formulas:

l1app50.076920.041 19z24.6331023z214.46

31023z312.474 4231024z422.129 54

31024z522.512 6431025z6, ~B3a!

bapp~Ca!50.988 1131~0.366 81520.184 297z!

3exp~20.000 159 689~z18!4.085 38!, ~B3b!

2xapp~Ca!520.234 26111.630 71 exp~20.3487z!

10.368 093z20.027 983 2z2, ~B3c!

wherez[ log Ca, are graphically indistinguishable from, r
spectively,l1 in Fig. 5~a! for 25<z,2, b in Fig. 6~c! for
uzu,4; andx @see~44!# in Fig. 7 for uzu,4. The large num-
ber of significant figures used here ensures the regres
error is uniformly small across the stated range of validit

APPENDIX C: ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS FOR
ASYMMETRIC REOPENING

The configuration used in Ref. 16, shown in Fig. 9, r
quires a modification to the analysis described in Secs. II–
In region III, for example, the no-slip condition alongy50
demands that, in terms of the original dimensionless v
ables, the lubrication theory approximation for the flux b
comes

2152
pxh

3

12 Ca
2h, ~C1a!

p5G~h21!2hhxx . ~C1b!

The only difference between this and the former case is
the original factor 3 Ca becomes a factor 12 Ca. We there
reformulate the problem using

ẽ[S 4 Ca

h D 1/3

, ~C2a!

d̂5
G1/2

êh1/2
, ~C2b!
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x5
X̂

ê
, ~C2c!

p5hê2P, ~C2d!

pb5 d̂hê2Pb , ~C2e!

where G is now defined with respect to the total chann
width ahead of the bubble. The leading-order problem~C1!
is then exactly~22!, with d replaced byd̂ andX by X̂.

Since region I is quasistatic, this change has no lead
order effect, and the peeling angle is still given by~19b!,
although the dimensionless film thickness has value1

2 along
the membrane.

In region II ~assuming the bubble advances so that fil
of equal thickness are deposited on each wall!, we again
follow the procedure described in Sec. III E, but now va
ables are scaled slightly differently. We first setP5 d̂Pb

1( ê/4)P̂, recovering~24a! ~24b!, ~25!, and ~26a!, with e
replaced byê. We then introduce new coordinates (x̃,ỹ),
with ~0,0! located at the bubble tip and thex̃ axis aligned
with the line of symmetry betweeny50 andy5hb2 êux;
the x̃ axis therefore makes an angle1

2êu to the x axis. Re-
scaling by the local channel half-width12hb , setting

1
2hbx̃5x2 1

2êu~y2 1
2hb!, ~C3!

1
2hbỹ5 1

2êux1~y2 1
2hb!, ~C4!

and k52k̃/hb , P̂52P̃/hb , etc., we then recover~27a!,
~27b!, and~28!. Instead of~29!, we haveu5(21,2 êu) on
ỹ512 1

2êu x̃, with errorO( ê2). Since there is unit total flux
through region II, we again havelhb51, and the pressure
where regions II and III overlap becomes

P;d̃Pb1E
0

X̂ 3

H3 ~12H !dX̂1
ê

2
Pl, ~C5!

where l5l(Ca,12êu) and P5P(Ca,12êu). The matching
conditions then give the following boundary conditions f
region III:

H~0!51/l, ~C6a!

HX̂~0!52Pb1 d̂S 1

l
21D , ~C6b!

HX̂X̂~0!5 d̂2S 1

l
21D2 d̂Pb2 1

2êP0l0 , ~C6c!

l5l01 1
2êFPb1 d̂S 12

1

l0
D Gl1 . ~C6d!

Again these conditions are very similar to~33!; the primary
differences are the factors of1

2 in ~C6c! and ~C6d!. We can
then expand in powers ofê andd̂, as in Sec. IV, to obtain@cf.
~45!#

Pb;b1 d̂~l0
21211xb!1 1

2êx@l0P013~12l0!l1#,

ê!1, d̂!1. ~C7!
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